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The Fox Barks
New USCA President Elected

Howdy, Folks! Shake hands with your new prez, Larry
De Vos from Muncie, Indiana, USCA for ten years, founding
member of Hoosier Hacks, Indiana Chapter. My last name is
Holland for "The Fox", hence that catchy title for my column.
The drawing was done by my wife Selma - big ears to hear
well, long nose to sniff around, etc.

My December appointment was the result of our
USCA Grand Democracy Movement (GDM) -- nobody ran
for the office! Why me? Sort of like how I got to be editor of
the Hoosier Hacks -- opened my big mouth and said I'd do it
if nobody better showed up. Well, nobody did. We had TWO
nominations for TWO posts -- Spencer Bennett and Stephen
Clark. Our USDA GDM is great -- although the previous
constitution provided it, John Dauginas made it more obvious
in his excellent rewrite of our constitution. We're  covered
both ways - elections and appointments.

Our GDM proponents appear to be normal organiza-
tional members -- "I want it this way -- now you go out and
do it!" Hey, people, I'm for democracy, but it won't work if
nobody sticks his hand out to help with the work (lots of
chapter reps can identify with that!). Maybe our GDM
proponents can get a good slate going for the next election,
and I can retire. In the meantime, we've got a great magazine
going again with Bob Anderson as our editor, and we've got
officers and management people set to do the jobs. Give 'em
a hand - applause for taking the posts, and help when they
need it. Remember -- your Board works for free!

We owe some "Thanks" to Bryce Lee and John
Dauginas for agreeing to take the helm a bit. Bryce stepped in
when things were rather shaky, and they deteriorated from
there. Bryce, incidentally, is not Chinese -- he's a Scot from
Canada, our chilly weather-maker. John ran two offices at
once, left both to enjoy his new bride.

Then there's Ed Johnson who held together what he
could and did a rousing good job of keeping our nose above
water.

In the meantime (between now and the next election),
the people on the inside front cover are available for ques-
tions, gripes, etc., and will try to bring USCA back to its
former respectable glory -- it's well on its way already, with
our great magazine -which needs your articles and info.

Who am I? Well -- the first ride was a Whizzer on a

heavy-duty Schwinn "knee-action" bicycle, a now-and-then
variety of rides, a GL 1000 in 1976, with a California I on it in
1982, then a III. I'm not an iron-butt, but have gone long
distances. However, there's no massive mileage. I've been
certified for both MSF and USCA instructor. There's also my
background in group organizations -- which is probably why
my name came to mind when "nobody better" got nomi-
nated.

Retired from Ball State University library (22 years),
I've also earned my bread in many other ways -- factory
worker, printer, teacher, etc.

 My background includes public relations work and
editing, hence a conviction that any large organization needs
superb communication. We have that in our magazine (which
you write, not Bob Anderson), and some great chapter
newsletters. Give those editors a hand and send in your
adventures, ideas, tips, gripes, etc. It's all welcome, and you'd
be surprised how well the readers appreciate and enjoy it!
Don't you?

As a publicist, I'll include some thoughts on newslet-
ters, articles, flyers, etc., on this page from time to time. No,
it's not sidecaring, but it's part of the sidecaring information
bank, which can't exist unless someone nurtures it.

We (the Board) like hearing from any of you. If you
call us, remember, it's your nickel! Cheapest and best is collar
us at a rally or group ride. It's great to communicate with
members -- officers need to know what members think about
various matters. Tell us -please don't bitch to others and avoid
us. Understand however -- just because you tell us what or
how, we may not immediately act on it. Yours is a voice that
needs hearing, but there are other voices coming in too.

Basically, however, suspect most of you just want a
good magazine and a physically responsible central govern-
ment. We all on Page Four hope we can do both for you. And
you know we all appreciate a pat on the back now and then -
lots of them for our diligent editor, who too often labors amid
silence or maybe amid growls and hisses.

My signature is not public property, so here's my
initials:
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Members
USCA BOARD MAKES
APPOINTMENTS
By Ed Johnson

The new constitution is in effect. There is no
longer an East Coast and West Coast Vice President.
The election drew no response.  Appointments will be
made by the existing Board of President and Vice
President.

Our policy has always been that no officer, and in
this case Board member, receives pay for his or her
work. So, to keep this policy in force, we are separating
the office of Secretary and Membership Registrar,
because the keeper of the data base is paid. As a result,
Al Roach will be listed twice.

Alan Huntzinger, formerly West Coast Vice
President, has accepted the recently created position of
Regional Director, Western. He remains as a member
of the Board.

APPOINTMENTS BY THE
USCA BOARD

The following appointments were made by the
USCA Board of Directors:

President, Larry De Vos, 2208 So. Jefferson, Muncie,
Indiana 47302.

Vice President, Jim McManus, 417 Falconer,
Jamestown, New York 14701.

Regional Director, Southeast, Spencer Bennett, 961
Charter Oak, Southaven, Mississippi 38671.

STATEMENTS
Spencer Bennett, USCA #2498.

I would like to see the USCA move from being
the voice of the few to the voice of the membership.
We need to become more in tune with our membership
and provide them with more of what they want and
will pay for, whether this is a magazine, legislative
support, a national rally, or the Sidecar Safety Program.

I do not know which of these needs are most
important to the membership [but would like to know].

Background information:
Married with four

children and four dogs. Have
been a sidecarist for nine years
and 60,000 miles. Principal
interests in motorcycling are
touring and sidecarring.
Twelve year BMWMOA
member, member of Doo-
Dah Sidecar Club in Mem-
phis, and active in other area
motorcycle groups. Proprietor of Bennett Motor
Werks, Southaven, MS. Present rig is Honda
Goldwing with California F/S I. Solo bike is BMW
R75/5.

Stephen Clark, USCA #2697.
[Steve's appointment as NE Regional Director

was noted in Membership Update in the last issue.]

I began sidecarring about 22 years ago with a
1968 Jawa 350 Velorex rig. I rode that bike through
rain and snow for many years as my only transporta-
tion. I have had a motorcycle repair shop since 1968
and have sold and mounted several Velorex sidecars in
the early years.

In 1984, we started "The New York Sidecar
Connection". We sold Velorex, Motorvation, Califor-
nia, Squire, Equalean and Watsonian. I have mounted
or remounted 75 to 100 sidecars over the years. We
manufacture the CMW sidecar for the big H-Ds and do
custom mounting and fabrication.

My first rally was at Plymouth, Massachusetts.
rode a 1981 Virago with the first all-aluminum sidecar I
built. Since then I have been to three other national
rallies and numerous other rallies in both the US and
Canada.

As a family, my wife and I rode two rigs with my
two sons as passengers. Now Stephen II drives a rig
and Jason should have his license by next summer. I
travel over 10,000 miles a year on a H-D with a CMW
sidecar. We put more miles on other rigs going to rallies
as a family.
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Editorial
Lean-out

In 1920, my Dad, Robert A. Anderson, had traded an
Excelsior sidecar rig for a Model T Ford, and headed for San
Diego, California, with his brother Willie. Dad had been in
the Great War in France, attached to the Army Motor
Mechanics, the great grandaddy of the present USAF. In San
Diego, lived the sister of his mother, both immigrants from
Denmark. Besides that, their daughter, Mable Griffiths, had
sent Dad, many a letter and card and photo, while stationed in
France, inviting Dad to visit a then young, San Diego.

That trip, reportedly went west to Cheyenne, and
Denver, then to Phoenix and eventually San Diego, via the
old plank road across the sand dunes west of Yuma, Arizona.

From there, it led north through Sacramento and
Salem, to the Columbia River Gorge, then heading east for
Minnesota in the late summer of 1920.

Dad has been gone since 1980, and it has become one
of my interests to try and trace the route of that long-ago trip.

I have a mystery file, with original photos from that
trip, although none were marked as to where or what.

Over the years, I have asked questions and have
tracked down quite a few of the photos, but there are still
remaining "mystery photos" in the collection that elude me.

At the risk of being self-indulgent, I am running a few
of those photos hoping for some recognition and identifica-
tion by USCA members. Because I also realize that sidecar-
ists are touring people and some of these "mysteries" to me,
may well be known by USCA members who either live near,
or have traveled to and seen some of these very locations.

One photo is of a "fort". Enlistment records show that
Dad went into the Army at Jefferson Barracks, MO, on Dec.
15, ‘17 and discharged from Camp Dodge, IA, Jun.19, ‘19.

In the Spring of 1992, I did a test for ROAD RIDER
Magazine on a H-D TLE Ultra rig, and tried to trace some of
the route through New Mexico and Colorado, then up to
Wyoming. With known locations in Idaho and Oregon, I also
looped back West through these parts. After all, we have to
ride these test bikes somewhere!

All the time, I had to reflect on how close I was to
where Dad had traveled, those 72 years ago, with an uncle I
had never known. Brother Willie would be dead by 1924.

I'll appreciate any information you may have.
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Letters
FLURRY OF
ACTIVITY

My relatively recent interest in
sidecars caused a flurry of activity
around the house. So, about a year
ago I became a member of the
USCA. Although I've been a touring
rider (two wheel) for many years,
before I joined USCA, I bought and
read, from cover to cover, the "Side-
car Operating Manual", "Riding
With a Sidecar", and the "Sidecar
Catalog".

I also read any other material
available to me on the 'care and
feeding' of the sidecar. And in addi-
tion, I would 'bend the ear' of anyone
who stopped his or her "rig" long
enough for me to quiz them. Armed
with all this knowledge, a decision
was made to take the plunge. So, I am
now in the process of converting my
BMW, a 1984 8100RT "Last Edi-
tion".

My choice for the car, right or
wrong, was the EML Tour. (Please!
someone, tell me I didn't make a
mistake!) And please don't take the
"I" in I am converting literally. My
mechanical ability is limited to
changing oil and spark plugs (and
only then, after reading the owners
manual).

Jim Barron at Cycle Werks of
Barrington, is doing the work, and
from what I've seen thus far, I've
made the right decision in letting
them do the job. It should be finished
in January, 1993. I'm looking forward
to a few "test days" (weather permit-
ting) before that long tour in the
spring. I'll let you know how it goes.

Bob Freeman #5090
Algonquin, IL
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Personality
WILDLIFE
PHOTOGRAPHER
NATIONALLY KNOWN
by Marilyn Mcmanus

An interesting feature of the 1993
USCA National Rally, to be held at Cook
Forest, Pennsylvania, August 5-8, is the
Thursday night wildlife program by Charles
J. Alsheimer of Bath, New York.

Charlie Alsheimer is known as one of
the top wildlife photographers and lecturers
in the United States. His work is published
in numerous, major outdoor magazines. He
has appeared on both radio. and television
in conjunction with his nature programs. He
will be presenting a multi-media nature
program at the USCA National Rally.

Charlie Alsheimer is field editor for
Deer and Deer Hunting magazine, staff
photographer for New York Sportsman
magazine and a nationally known deer
hunter whose expertise has been featured in
Outdoor Life, Field and Stream, American
Hunter, Petersen's Bowhunting, and other
magazines.

He is official measurer for the New
York State Big Buck Club and author of the
first and second editions of the club's record
book.

In addition, he is the author of the
book, A to Adirondack Deer Hunting. Dur-
ing the past few years he has been a nature
photo instructor for the Nature Wildlife
Federation Washington, D.C., at Nova
Scotia, Blue Ridge Maine Summits.

A Family man, he and his wife and son,
make their home near Bath, in rural upstate
New York.

Charlie Alsheimer is being sponsored
by the Erie, PA Chapter of the Christian
Motorcyclists Association at the USCA
National Rally.

Charlie Alsheimer - wildlife photographer
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Rally
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Rally..

Photo by Eric Berner
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Outfits

OFF THE ASSEMBLY LINE
by Ed Johnson

I encountered my first Ural sidecar at an
Octoberfest, held by the ten BMW dealers in Downers
Grove, Illinois. I wanted one! But it was 15 years later
before I finally purchased a new Ural sidecar.

Marilyn and I, limped down to the First National
United Sidecar Association Rally in Bland, Missouri,
in 1979, with a pretty old and worn out "rig".

When it was announced that the next USCA
National Rally would be in Estes Park, Colorado, we
knew we would have to get a reliable "outfit". A quick
purchase was made, a Jupiter sidecar attached to an
underpowered BMW.

We also bought a new R80 BMW with the intent
of mating it to a new Ural sidecar. But an East Coast
dock strike halted the unloading of the container from
Russia, with the new Ural sidecars. So, we rode the
solo motorcycle to Colorado, and also drove the
underpowered rig.

Five years later we again attempted to buy a Ural
sidecar, to join it to the naked R80 we possessed. You
guessed it, the supplier was sold out of the new Ural
sidecars. We then dressed the aforementioned R80
with a Bender sidecar, ordered from Denmark.

This year, 1992, I bought a reconditioned 1976
R90/6 from T&B BMW, Linton, Indiana. Next, I

called the source for the Ural sidecars to order one.
Horrors! They had just sold the last one, and because of
unsettled conditions now in Russia, they didn't know
when they might have any more. "Foiled again"!

In a routine conversation with Terry Pickens, long
time sidecarist, I was told that a brand new Ural sidecar
was in the hands of Gaylen Perry, of Indiana, but that it
was not for sale as he intended to keep it for his own
use, rather than sell it through his business.

I enlisted the help of Jeff Witkowsky, sidecar
rigger of Beecher, Illinois, to intervene and to see if he
could arrange a sale with Gaylen, and also to attach the
Ural sidecar to my recently acquired R90. He was
successful.

The motorcycle was a good choice. The forks
were "beefed -up" because it carried a fairing, the rear
shocks were new and for some reason the gearing had
already been lowered. The bearings from front to rear
had been replaced; that is, fork, wheel, swing arm and
steering. Jeff only had to install a fork brace.

In placing the Ural to the BMW, Jeff used his
very successful mounting system. The lead is eight
inches, lean out 0.5 inch and tow-in 3/8 inch.

How does it handle?

Beautifully!
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O/S Rally
JUMBO RUN
By Doug Bingham

For 31 years, the Jumbo Run has taken
place in Birmingham, England, in early Septem-
ber. The entire idea behind the Jumbo Run is for
sidecarists to take handicapped children for a
day, and brighten up their lives a bit.

Some of the principle people involved, in
England, are: Elsie Wilkes, Peter Fletcher, Cyril
"Buster" Heath (of the Watsonian-Squire Works),
Jermy Clayton, Mike Priestly, Ian Jarvis and a
host of others.

Another "old timer" is Len Vale-Onslow,
who at 92 years young, is a regular feature of the
Jumbo, always taking a child for the day in his
BSA/Watsonian G.P. Sports chair.

The Jumbo leaves Chelmsley Hospital, with
police escorts riding along to ensure safe mas-
sage at intersections.

Elsie Wilkes is one of the original organiz-
ers of the Jumbo Run, having done this for 31
years, to help with handicapped and deprived
children.

      The venue includes the Dudly Zoo and
Bass Museum, interesting diversions on their
own, but the entire day is made more special by
the sidecarists involved, who also camp on the
hospital grounds.

A most rewarding event, for those partici-
pating, the Jumbo Run also takes place in other
locations to include; France, New South Wales,
Sweden, Holland, Belgium, Norway, Germany
and Japan.

For more information on the Jumbo, contact
Elsie Wilkes, 53 Nailstone Crescent, Acocks
Green, Birmingham B27 7HX England.

Elsie Wilkes’ outfit leads at the Jumbo start Elsie Wilkes

Staging area at the start of the Jumbo Sign up
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O/S Rally..

Leaving Chelmsley Hospital at the start

Jawa with Velorex

Homebuilt rig

Camped at the hospital

Wet grass was a bit tricky at the staging area

Balloons & elephants adorn many of the rigs

British style outfit The Jumbo Run underway..

JUMBO RUN..
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O/S Rally..
Rigs arriving at the venue where the kids are shown the various attractions

JUMBO RUN..
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O/S Rally..
JUMBO RUN..
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Member
SIDECAR RIGGER - KURT
LIEBHABER
By Ed Johnson

Essential to the development of the sport of
sidecarring in any particular area, is the availabil-
ity of a person that can attach, sell, restore and
service sidecars.

Close to the Chicago Metropolitan site is
Kurt Liebhaber, of Waterman, Illinois.

Several years ago, a janitorial service in the
State of Washington, sent out a request to know

sidecar manufacturers, asking them for a quota-
tion for a van-type commercial sidecar, reminis-
cent of the earlier types produced. The only
response to this came from custom sidecar
builder, Kurt Liebhaber.

This specially built sidecar has been mated
to a Harley-Davidson motorcycle, and is now in
service. Kurt built another one for well known
sidecarist, Al Sheely, of Polo, Illinois, which was
also attached to a Harley-Davidson.

Kurt may be contacted at RR1, Box 61,
Waterman, IL 60556, or (815)756-7001.

A well detailed Yamaha 500cc twin with a
brand new Velorex sidecar, recently

assembled.  A "rig" available at a reasonable
price. Handling is excellent, cruising speed

comparable to highway speed limits.

Model S 350 Steib, waiting for restoration.
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Member..

The 30 foot trailer
"pony" is destined
to be a showroom
for sidecars and
"outfits". The

undercarriage will
be removed, a door
cut in the side, the
interior walled and

floored.

A Goulding sidecar which will be restored.

SIDECAR RIGGER - KURT LIEBHABER..

Kurt will build
one of his own,
from scratch,
SCF sidecars

and attach it to
this Moto Guzzi
California II. It

will be his
personal rig.
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Historical

Why Delighted Motorists Succumb to the Isle
De La Gum - By John Edwin Hogg

A STORY of motorcycling pleasures,
illustrating the possibilities open to motorcy-
clists, of penetrating unusual places. This trip
was especially arranged for the benefit of the
readers of Motor-Cycling and Bicycling and for
the purpose of encouraging motorcycle touring.

You get the grandeur of the high places, the
antics of the seafowl, the, music of the rainstorm
and even the smell of the wild goats. As concrete
evidence of the advantages of motorcycles and
sidecars over all other forms of motor touring,
read this story of the exploration of Catalina
Island, opposite the harbor of San Pedro, a few
miles from Los Angeles, Calif.

PROBABLY the greatest compensation for
the lack of good sea-legs is seeing the peaks of
Santa Catalina rise majestically out of the blue
Pacific as the ship steams off the horizon and
settles to an even keel in the placid waters of
Avalon Bay. A few minutes later the steamer
bumps the dock and the first motorcycles and
sidecars ever on the island are swung ashore
dangling from the end of a deck boom. In an-
other hour the nausea of seasickness and the
lurching of the vessel are but dim memories of
the past, blotted out by the joy of life of the
present.

Bits of Catalina Island History
SANTA CATALINA is a bit of the world in

itself, and a motorist's paradise that will probably
be open to the public within the near future. To

Sidecar Exploration of Santa Catalina Island
EXPERIENCES OF A PARTY WITH THE FIRST MOTOR

VEHICLES EVER PERMITTED THERE

understand the present status of the island we
must glance into its history. Juan Cabrillo dis-
covered it in 1542 and laid claim to it in the
name of the Spanish crown. Sebastian Viscaino
visited it in 1602. Between that and its compara-
tively recent accession under the Stars and
Stripes as a result of the Mexican war, its harbors
have been frequented by sea-faring adventurers
of all sorts, including hordes of pirates, wander-
ing freebooters and others who preyed upon the
rich galleons of the Philippine trade.

With the advent of Americans in California
the island came into the possession of the Ban-
ning estate, under whose regime it has reached its
present stage of development. Very recently there
came to California a gentleman who has acquired
both fame and fortune as the manufacturer of a
well-known brand of chewing gum. He was so
charmed with Santa Catalina and recognized in it
such an excellent field for development that he
purchased the controlling interest for a cool sum
reported to have been in excess of three million
dollars.

Motor vehicles have heretofore been ex-
cluded from the island, but Mr. William Wrigley,
Jr., the new "jefe politico" readily gave his
consent to a tour of the island by four people
with two motorcycles and sidecars. The new
owner has announced that he will leave no stone
unturned in his efforts to convert Santa Catalina
into a haven for both rich and poor alike. Its
natural attractiveness will be fostered and pre-
served, new roads will be built, and the latest of
everything instituted that will make for the
island's progress.

Today the number of motor vehicles (including some motorcycles) on Santa Catalina Island is
limited and ownership is restricted to residents. The first motorcycles to visit the island (no
longer possible) did so in the spring of 1919. This is the account of that tour as it originally
appeared in the April 30, 1919 issue of MotorCycling And Bicycling magazine.

<<Reprinted by permission from the September 1991 issue of ROAD RIDER Magazine>>
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Historical..
Due to the limited mileage of roads and the

extremely mountainous character of those al-
ready built, motor vehicles have not yet been
given the liberty of the island. But this is a
subject now under consideration. With the
development of some system of controls and the
extension of the present highway system, the day
is not far distant when motorists will undoubt-
edly be given carte blanche to tour over this
magnificent isle as their fancies may dictate.

There are at present only about fifty miles of
road that are available to the sidecarrist. The solo
rider would find more, but what these roads lack
in mileage is more than made up in the beauty of
the natural scenery and the great interest which
attends the traversing of them.

Gasoline Shop on Wheels
AVALON has an odd institution, a peram-

bulating fuel station. The outfit consists of a
flivvermobile with the stocks of gasoline, distil-
late, and oil, mounted thereon. It is driven along
the quay, and even out on the piers, supplying
fuel chiefly to users of gasoline stoves and motor
boats. As might be expected, the fuel station isn't
always where one wants to find it when fuel is
needed. This proved to be true in our case, and
having drained our machines to bring them over
in the ship, we enjoyed a half hour's sunbath in
the streets of Avalon while waiting. All to the
great edification of throngs of Avalonians who
crowded about to get a glimpse of the first
sidecar motorcycles ever seen on the streets of
their fair city.

In due time the fuel station came along and
we stocked the necessary five gallons between
the two machines for a dollar and two-bits. This
seems quite a reasonable price in view of the fact
that it costs three cents a gallon to bring gasoline
from the mainland. With our motors now able to
mote once more and our mistreatment by Old
Daddy Neptune well forgotten we toured along
the coast road and around to the St. Catherine.
Here we developed characteristic island appetites

Sidecar Exploration of Santa Catalina Island..

over the splendid American plan luncheon that is
served there for a dollar a plate.

In a Storm at Pebbly Beach
AFTER lunch we toured back through

Avalon and up through the broad deep canyon
that enters the mountains to the southeast of the
town. This road wriggles up the canyon through
thickets of scrub oak and buckthorn for a quarter
of a mile, then suddenly doubles around and
comes back over itself along the canyon wall.

After several such performances one swings
around the final hairpin and Avalon again bursts
into view. Instead of finding himself miles back
in the mountains as the tourist is inclined to feel
sure, that he is, the road has only brought him to
the summit of the mountain where a stone hurled
down the slope might go crashing through a.roof
in the village several hundred feet below.

Just beyond this point the trail rounds the
headland. Then it goes up, up, and up, around
hair-raising hairpins and S-turns until all sense of
direction would be lost if the indigo surface of
the broad Pacific did not flit constantly into view
from the numerous lofty summits where one
might take a running dive off the mountainside
straight down into the brine.

It is a low gear job much of the way, and
when stops are made for admiration of the
marvelous scenic grandeur it falls to the lot of
the sidecar passenger to hop out and block the
wheels with heavy stones to hold the outfit on
the grade.

About two miles around the headland from
Avalon—mountainous miles that magnify the
distance seemingly many times that far—the trail
angles inland and down into an enormous can-
yon. Here with squeaking brakes, humming
motors dragging in low gear, and rear wheels
sliding occasionally, the bloodcurdling descent is
made with the sidecar passengers trotting ahead
on foot. Both were quite certain that a little walk
would be beneficial.
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The road goes down one wall of the canyon,
crosses it at the 'bottom about a mile back from
the sea, then it shoots off down the other wall,
and eventually drops the tourist out at sea level
as well as within a stone's throw of Pebbley
Beach. This is a beautiful long strand of
waterworn shingles against which the booming
of the surf is echoed far back into the hills.
Immediately back of the beach is a strip of low
coastal plain overgrown with feathery palms and
a jungle of vegetation inhabited by thousands of
rooks, sea birds, and feathered creatures without
number.

The jagged rocks which bound the beach at
its southern extremity teem with seals which
from a little distance have much the appearance
of monstrous soft snails. They bellow and bark
and every now and then one goes splashing off
into the billowy foam only to reappear on the
rocks again a moment later and fight for a posi-
tion among the highest rocks.

We found Pebbley Beach such a delightful
spot that we were reluctant to leave, and as heavy
black rain clouds had begun to pile in over the
mountains we were content to remain convenient
to the shelter offered by the overhanging crags
near the seal rocks. We ran the machines off the
road and up under these rocks, and were not a
minute too soon about getting the job done.

A few preliminary raindrops served formal
notice upon us that the storm was going to break.
Then gobs of water like hens' eggs began coming
down in torrents. The machines as well as our-
selves were entirely protected by the overhanging
rocks every projection of which was soon turned
into a spouting gargoyle. The deluge seemed to
have a quieting effect upon the sea.

The surf ceased to pound the strand. One at
a time the seals dropped off the rocks and disap-
peared. But their places were not to be vacant
long. A flock of brown pelicans swooped in
apparently with the storm, settled on the rocks,
and began preening their feathers in the rain. For

us there was nothing to do but to stay where we
were, out of the downpour, watching the pelicans
and the countless other seabirds. Cormorants
flew in, quickly followed by hundreds of gulls,
scooters, and terns.

Then came skaus, jaegers, several
fishhawks, and scores of mergansers, until every
nook and cranny was alive with some specimen
of aquatic bird life. The rocks and hills echoed
with their screaming and for fully an hour we
huddled in our tiny shelter enjoying the odd
spectacle as much as we ever enjoyed any high
priced show. Then for some unaccountable
reason there was a loud swishing of wings. Every
bird flapped off the rocks, some heading sea-
ward, others along the coast, and a few stragglers
taking off inland.

At the same moment a vivid rainbow
appeared far at sea and the rain stopped almost as
suddenly as it began. We got our machines back
on the road and followed the coast road over the
very edge of the surf along the foot of the moun-
tains to Avalon. The roads were covered with a
scum of slimy clap in which we skidded and
spun our rear wheels. The rain had ended our
touring for that day.

THE evening brought new storms and all
that night in the warmth and comfort of the St.
Catherine we could hear the pitter-patter of
raindrops. We conjectured that our touring was at
an end and even speculated on catching the next
ship back to Los Angeles. But the morning
dawned bright and clear and by the time we had
breakfasted what moisture there was on the roads
had practically all drained off or dried up.

This day we planned to tour to the Isthmus,
twenty-two miles over the very backbone of the
mountainous island, and the longest single road
on Santa Catalina. This means, of course, 44
miles for the round trip, and over country so
ragged and precipitous, with so much low gear
work that it is a close squeeze to make the trip by
sidecar on a single tankful of gasoline. No fuel is

Sidecar Exploration of Santa Catalina Island..

Historical..
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obtainable along the route, so, to guard against
the possibility of running short each machine
was provided with a reserve canteen containing
an extra gallon.

The hotel people provided us with a lunch.
Then with rain coats, and all the miscellaneous
duffle tucked away in the sidecars we waved
good-bye to our usual crowd of interested on-
lookers and were off up the long winding trail.

THE road to the Isthmus starts out from the
west side of Avalon and leaves very little to the
imagination regarding the nature of the country
ahead. For the first three miles the sidecarrist
may forget that his machine has a high gear, and
if the motor is not working at its best the second
gear may be forgotten too.

We were fortunate in having the assurance
that we had the whole road to ourselves, it
having been dedicated for our exclusive use for
the day. Thus we had no fear of meeting any one
head-on on any of the hairpins or walled turns
where one's vision is trimmed. down to about ten
feet. As a precaution against backing down grade
when coming to a stop, we dragged our stands.
This, to a motorcycle, is as effective a check
against sliding backwards as a woodpecker's tail
is against his sliding down a tree trunk.

In the ascent of the Isthmus Road occa-
sional stops for motor cooling are advisable, but
even so no one traveling other than on a Cook's
tour schedule would have any desire to go
tearing up the grade overlooking all of God's
handiwork along the way.

After zig-zagging up the mountainside for
several hundred feet the trail swings out over the
ocean and angles inland up the wall of Descanso
Canyon almost directly above the red tile roof of
,the St. Catherine Hotel. For heavy grades,
pinched-end hairpins, and S-curves that are all
flattened out in the middle this island road
leading up to Catalina Summit comes just about
as near to being a mountain climax as it is
possible to build and still term it "traversible for
motor vehicles."

Sidecar Exploration of Santa Catalina Island..
There are two turns where the road kinks

over itself in circular loops. Few machines, or
even horse-drawn vehicles, would be able to
make the grades if it were not for these circles
which give the driver a chance to straighten his
machine out when swinging from one level into
the next.

Eventually the Summit is reached.
Here one stands 1,400 feet above the foot

of the road at Avalon. From this imposing
height the tourist looks almost straight off into
the sea. All in one stupendous view one takes in
thousands of square miles of turquoise ocean on
two sides of the island, thousands of acres of
rugged mountains, and range after range of
snow-clad peaks on the mainland, some of them
as much as 150 miles away. Nearly 300 miles of
the Southland's seacoast may be surveyed at a
glance, and even the Coronado Islands on the
West Coast of Mexico are distinctly visible. The
whole it a scene of such magnitude and exquis-
ite color as to almost dwarf the imagination.
Even the camera is next to useless, for no
picture can ever portray the vastness of the
scene. The lens which reproduces only mono-
chrome colors falls flat in the attempt to convey
any adequate idea of the real beauty of the view.

GEOGRAPHERS are convinced that at
one time Santa Catalina, as well as all of the
other islands of the Santa Barbara Archipelego,
were a part of the mainland. This is indicated by
the fossil forms found and by the present animal
and plant life. Wild goats descended from a few
ancestors introduced by the first white settlers
have found a particularly favorable habitat on
Santa Catalina. Their numbers are now vari-
ously estimated at from twenty-five to thirty
thousand. Some of the old billies mature mam-
moth horns that are much prized by sportsmen,
even though taxidermists have never yet discov-
ered any process by which a mounted head can
be rid of that distinctive odor characterizing the
genus capricornus.

Historical..
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In Middle Ranch Canyon we found evi-
dences of wild goats. Stopping to take a picture
the driver of the Excelsior outfit, who last year
hunted gnats on the island and bagged two pair
of horns, began to sniff the air. "Wild goats near
here somewhere," he exclaimed. Almost at the
same instant three men on horseback came over
the brow of a nearby hill. Each carried a Win-
chester, and strapped on each horse behind the
saddle was a fine big billy-goat. A freshly-killed
goat smells just like a live one!

"Hello John," spoke the leader of the hunt-
ers, as they rode up toward us. "I had an idea that
was you," he said, "just as soon as I heard those
motors." The gentleman was none other than Mr.
E. J. Amar, the foreman of Middle Ranch, with
whom the writer has hunted and fished on
previous trips to the Channel Islands.

Beyond Middle Ranch Canyon, the nature
of the country changes perceptibly. The moun-
tains become less rugged and the country more
open shortly after the road rounds the base of
Orizaba, 2,109 feet, the highest mountain on the
island. The ranch is the center of the great island
sheep industry which has recently grown to
astonishing proportions in the Santa Barbaras.
There is an abundance of fine fresh water at
Middle Ranch, and in consequence considerable
agricultural headway. The great cultivated fields
present a striking contrast to the jagged range
country in the region back toward Avalon.

At Little Harbor the road leads down to salt
water again, and here in the shade of a mammoth
oak we proceeded to lunch on the shore of the
beautiful landlocked bay. Several years ago a big
Chinese junk buffeted by weeks of storms came
ashore here. It. foundered in the bay and the old
hulk now festooned with seaweed lays there
dripping with each receding tide. Little Harbor is
said to have been a favorite hangout for pirates
and freebooters during the early days of the
island's history.

From Little Harbor the road begins to climb

again, taking a long wriggling course up through
Little Spring Canyon. Much of the distance is
between ragged peaks of the wild goat range, but
at several points the sea on the southern side of
the island flits into view. The road over this
portion of the trip had been damaged in many
places by the recent heavy rains. In several places
we found it next to impassable, and at best it
took considerable of the joy out of what was
otherwise a delightful trip.

THE Isthmus is a low strip of land which all
but made two islands out of Santa Catalina. It is
less than a quarter of a mile wide and with
beautiful landlocked harbors on both sides. A
little community has grown up at the Isthmus
which under the new administration of the island
bids fair to develop into quite a thriving town.
There is a road from the Isthmus which leads
down into the western end of the island to the
great soapstone glacier at Emerald Bay.

It was well after sundown that we rolled
down the long winding trail into Avalon, tired to
be sure, but with a keen enjoyment of life.

THE third day dawned fair again and  we
set out to tour the canyon country back of
Avalon. There is no great mileage of roads here,
but there is more fine scenery and joy of life per
chug of one's motor than in any other place
imaginable. It is a land of semi-tropical vegeta-
tion, thronged with singing birds, and flooded
with warm sunshine. We simply loitered the day
away, lunching in the shade of a eucalyptus
grove, getting our lungs full of fresh ozone, and
our eyes full of magnificent views.

On the fourth day we reluctantly drained the
gasoline tanks, rolled the machines on the dock
and saw them carefully stowed below decks in
the steamer. Two hours later four motor tourists,
with their hearts in Santa Catalina, stood on the
after deck of the "S. S. Cabrillo" and watched the
mysterious beauteous isle until its highest peaks
faded in the growing distance and gradually
slipped from view beneath the steel blue rim of
the horizon.

Sidecar Exploration of Santa Catalina Island..

Historical..
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Sidecar Exploration of Santa Catalina Island..

Avalon, the capital of Santa Catalina, a
bit of the world in itself, and a spot
of beauty that rivals the Madeira

“Clouds?” Oh, yes! They have them in
Santa Catalina! They add much to
the natural beauty of the island

Historical..
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Map of Santa Catalina Island released especially for Motorcycling and Bicycling.
The dark line indicates Mr. Hogg and party’s route to the Isthmus

The interior of the island is extremely rugged,
Clouds usually snag themselves on the high peaks

Sidecar Exploration of Santa Catalina Island..

Historical..
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The view from the top of Middle Ranch Canyon is one of magnificent beauty

"Come on in. The water's fine!" in Avalon Bay in March

Tourists who visit Santa Catalina but go no farther than Avalon have seen next to nothing of
the island. Far back in the interior—there is God's country

Sidecar Exploration of Santa Catalina Island..

Historical..
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Motovation & the Expo
Just before the Isuzu and Cycle World

International Motorcycle Show, got underway in
Anaheim, CA, Larry Alger of Motorvation
Engineering called up the S/C office here, and
wanted to know if USCA was running a booth,
that he might co-habitate. As it was, we weren't
and I referred him to call the powers that be in
Illinois.

We had a lot of rain just prior to that show,
so when it cleared up on December 12th, I rolled
out the test 883 HD Sportster I had, and used the
occasion to both put miles on the bike and go see
if Larry got USCA a booth.

Sure as heck, Larry had fanagled a booth
and was fending off show goers with literature
on USCA, Motorvation and Russ Brown.., since
the booth display was Russ's H-D Springer with
Spyder sidecar.

It's been a while since this editor ran a booth
at Anaheim, but the saturday traffic seemed
pretty active. Larry reported that he had nearly
run out of USCA applications, being very sur-
prised and pleased at the general interest the
public had exhibited.

As it was, the USCA booth had the only
sidecar at the show, that I spotted, while making
a quick circuit of the various exhibits and booths.

I timed my stay just long enough that I was
thawing out in my leathers, about the time I fired
up the 883 and hit the road for the 100+ miles
home.

Everything Else
NOMAD

For those of you that haven't heard, a new
touring organization was formed in 1992, known
as the National Order of Motorcycle Adventur-
ers, or NOMAD.

NOMAD was founded by none other than
Bob and Patti Carpenter, long associated with
Road Rider Magazine. NOMAD is now publish-
ing a bi-monthly newsletter, known as QUEST,
as a source of touring and membership informa-
tion for NOMAD members. Full memberships
are available at $35 with a co-rider membership
(same household) going for $25. Make your
check out to NOMAD, and send it to NOMAD,
P.O. Box 008, Dana Point, CA 92629.

NOMAD does weird things like "Assaults".
Fact is, they held their first Assault on Pike's
Peak, Colorado, September 12, 1992, with 20
NOMAD types participating. Members came
from as far away as New York, Michigan, Illi-
nois, Ohio, and that weird place, California.

NOMAD has stuff like special hats, pins
and awards and if you're just curious, you can
send a S.A.S.E. to the Dana Point address and
maybe they'll let on to more of what they do.

Rumor has it that an Assault will be coming
up in late May of 1993.

MOTO GUZZI NATIONAL OWNERS CLUB
MONTHLY NEWS LETTER OF TIPS,
STORIES RALLIES ETC. NATIONWIDE.
$18.00 for couple membership OR $19.00
FOR SINGLE MEMBERSHIP. CONTACT:
MGNOC, R.R.#1, Box 136, Ellsworth, KS
67439. (913)472-4988.
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Everything Else../Deadlines
My problems with suits

I don't normally wear leathers, prefering
British riding suits, instead. Problem is, out here
in the West, the usual suppliers seem to have all
dried up. In desperation, about a year back, I
broke down and got one of those waxed cotton
suits, but after handling and getting my hands so
gummy from the wax, I put in the bag and into
storage.

Then I opened a recent issue of HACK'D
and stumbled onto the Moto Race ad for Belstaff.
It had an 800 number for Moto Race, so I called
up to inquire and order a suit, only to find I had
to go through my local dealer.

Well, my local parts gal at Challenger
Motorsports, in El Cajon, CA, was as happy to
know about a supplier as I was, and called in an
order.

Now here's the interesting part. For years,
Belstaff and Mascot have been made in jolly old
England, but when the UPS boxes showed up
with the suit, I was surprised to find the new
manufacturer is Belstaff, Australia, a division of -
get this -- Driza-Bone Pty Ltd, Eagleby Queen-
sland 4207 Australia.

While Belstaff still offers waxed cotton, the
good part is that they still market their Nylon
suits, which are what the British call,
"Dunlopproofed". In our terms, this is polyure-
thane coated nylon, which means the stuff is
wind and water proof. And it doesn't get sticky, is
very light weight, packs down into a small space,
etc.

These kind of suits are my favorite although
I  wear one out of being totally waterproof in two
years.

If your dealer can't find a source for you,
have them call Moto Race at (800)6284040, or
contact them at P.O. Box 861, Wilbraham, MA
01095.

Deadlines
Issue Date Deadline
March, 1993 18 January
May, 1993 15 March
July, 1993 10 May
September, 1993 5 July
November, 1993 13 September
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Industrial News
Champion Sidecars
EZ-STEER

Champion Sidecars has designed and cast new
triple clamps for the GL1500, to hold the forks on a
slightly different angle, producing the effect of power
steering. The change is not visibly noticeable, but it
does create a large reduction in trail. Too much trail is
the cause of heavy sidecar steering. This modification
is about one third the cost of a Leading Link and the
motorcycle maintains its stock appearance.

While the Leading Link works well and is used
extensively in Europe, it has been slow to develop a
following in this country. The reasons for this are
obvious; these front ends are heavy, expensive, hard to
find, and most people find the appearance less than
pleasing, so Champion states.

Steering the Honda GL1500 and sidecar combi-
nation is not a problem for most people, however,
Champion Sidecars have received enough requests
and comments from customers, regarding the Leading
Link, or Earles type fork, to inspire them to develop an
alternative.

The EZ-STEER kit includes, upper triple tree
clamp, lower triple tree clamp, with stem, dust seal
and lower steering head bearing preassembled to shaft.
Replacement fork tubes include spring spacers,
allowing the use of stock length motorcycle springs.

Champion claims there are no modifications
required to the stock braking system with the installa-
tion of EZ-STEER, but they do recommend the
replacement of stock front springs with progressive
style springs, when installing a sidecar to a GL1500.

Price of the kit is $995.00, available from
Champion Sidecars, 7442 Mountjoy Dr., Huntington
Beach, CA 92640, (800)875-0949 or (714)847-0949.
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Industrial News..
Champion Sidecars
HIGH VOLUME MASTER CYLINDER

Champion Sidecars believes the Honda
GL1500 can really benefit from an improvement
in master cylinder volume.

Their testing demonstrated that enlarging
the piston diameter and bore size is the most
effective way to improve brake performance.
This can be obtained by rebuilding the master
cylinder with stock Honda components from
other models, but only with a loss of piston
travel, leaving minimal improvement.

To cure this problem, Champion Sidecars
now offers a replacement front master cylinder
using their own design stainless steel piston and
component parts.

Champion states that large motorcycle/
sidecar combinations, along with present day
traffic conditions, make the use of a sidecar
brake almost mandatory, however, the addition of
the sidecar brake into the stock motorcycle
system, sometimes taxes the ability of the motor-
cycle master cylinder to operate both brakes
effectively. They claim their master cylinder
offers the advantage of a larger bore size com-
bined with stock piston travel to restore your
brake to better than original performance.

No price was specified in the product
release. Contact Champion Sidecars,
(800)8750949 or (714)847-0949.

Sargent Cycle Upholstery
CYCLE UPHOLSTERY

Sargent Cycle Upholstery can reupholster
and recondition any cycle seat.

Standard service includes: Custom made,
steam fitted new upholstery, foam repair and
augmentation, steam expansion of original foam,
new moisture barrier, new edge guard on metal
pan seats, stainless steel staples on plastic pan
seats, original colors, original chrome saved and
refitted with new studs and fasteners when
needed (optional), button style seats refitted
with buttons as original.

Sargent will provide an ordering brochure
with a pricing table and shipping instructions, by
writing to 44 E. 1st Street, Jacksonville, FL
32206, or call (800)749-SEAT, Monday through
Friday, 7:30 to 5:30 EST.

“Which one of you guys has the old kick-start
Harley rig?”
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Industrial News..
Coker Tire
VINTAGE
TIRES

Coker Tire
supplies tires and
tubes to the
antique automo-
bile, truck,
scooter and
motorcycle
interests. Coker
Tire publishes a
retail price list of
these tires, about
seven columns
long. The final
listing pertains to
a combination of
scooters, motor-
cycles and
bicycles, but
does list a
325x16
Goodyear, which
may be of inter-
est to some
Velorex owners.

Interested
sidecarists may
write to Coker
Tire at 1317
Chestnut St.,
Chattanooga,
TN, 37402, or
have a major
credit card ready
and call
(800)251-6336
[West Coast calls
use (800)255-
7272].
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Event
26th ANNUAL POLAR BEAR
RIDE
By Ed Johnson

The annual Polar Bear Ride, sponsored by
the Northern Illinois Sidecarists, originated at a
new location, Harley-Davidson of Crete, Illinois,
January 1, 1993.

Forty five motorcycles, some solo, some
with sidecars, followed ride leader Jack Wheeler,
on his new Harley sidecar "outfit". The route
covered 32 miles of dry pavement. The sun was
out and the temperature was about 15° F.

At least 100 other motorcycle riders stood
by to cheer the ride participants, and share in the
coffee and rolls. An important factor to me, was
the large number of motorcycle clubs in the area
that were represented.

Left to right, the staff: Judy Buchholz, Angela Dauginas, Marilyn Johnson and Al Roach at
sign up, 50/50, coffee "and"...

Some, but not all, would be: WOW, UMI,
AGWA, GWRRA, Southwest Pleasure Riders,
South Suburban ABATE, Chicagoland Marine
Corps Toys For Tots, North American Plus 40,
Retreads, Chicago Region BMWMOA, Cross-
roads BMW, HOG Chapter - Crete, Chicago
Norton Owners and Midwest Antique Club.

Because of the relatively small number of
sidecarists in the area, it has been the policy of
our local sidecar club to include others clubs in
our activities. As they say, you have to get them
in church first, before you can make converts.
This proven to work.
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Event..
26th ANNUAL POLAR BEAR RIDE..
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Profile
IMPRESSIONS FROM
YOUTH
By Billy Myers, Jr.

I have ridden in a HitchHiker side car
all my life; well, most of my life. The one I
grew up in is attached to a Honda Gold
Wing. The Gold Wing is a 1983 and the side
car was installed in 1985. So, you see that
the car is really part of the bike. The rig has
been every where and I have been with it all
the way. We have been to many corners of
the United States in the rig, like Florida,
Wyoming, Texas, Michigan, Montana,
Minnesota and all those great states in the
middle. The rig is approaching 50,000 miles

Billy Myers Sr. with Billy's sidecar, near Devils Tower, Wyoming.       Photo: Spencer Bennett.

and it is still running and riding like it was
new.

My Dad does most of the maintenance
on the machine and I am starting to help
him with some of the items. I am learning
how to maintain machines by working on a
1967 Mustang. I took out the spark plugs
the other day and checked the "Gap", which
I thought was a clothes store. I burned and
scraped my hands which I did not like. But
that's how you learn maintenance. But, back
to the sidecar.

I don't remember the mounting of the
side car to the bike, but my Dad and Spen-
cer Bennett have told me that it was a pretty
easy mount. I think Spencer did most of the
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work. All I know is that there are three attach
points and they look pretty easy to install and
to adjust as needed. I am sure as I get older I
will learn more about side car maintenance and
mounting.

The side car trunk is pretty big and it is
nice to have because I can throw all my stuff in
there. I have even brought rocks home from
places we have been. The trunk is accessible
from the outside. That is to say, that there is a
lid on the outside that must be opened; you can
not get to the trunk from inside the car. There
is a lock on the trunk, so I can put my helmet
in there when I need to.

And, when we have three people on the
rig, the trunk is nice to have so that the extra
camping items and clothes can go into the
trunk. On top of the trunk lid we have a lug-
gage rack. We put our camping gear on the
rack. It carries the load with no problems and
it's easy to pack and unpack. When you're
camping, it's nice to be able to pack camping
gear on the side car that you can't take on a
two wheeler.

Sometimes when the car is parked with
the cover installed and it rains real hard, the
inside of the car will get wet. I think the water
is funneled off the cover into the trunk via
under the seal. Maybe we can fix that before
the next riding season.

When I was smaller, the side car felt big.
In fact my sister and I have rode together in
the car from Memphis to Disney Land in
Florida. Boy, was that a great trip. I set in front
of my sister in the side car while she leaned on
the seat back and I leaned on her. My Mom set
on the back of the bike and my Dad drove. But
now that I have grown, I am five foot seven
inches, the car seems small. But we have a
friend, Mike Dale, who has gone to sleep in
the car. He's about six foot two inches. In fact,
Mike says that the

Profile..
IMPRESSIONS FROM YOUTH..

HitchHiker is bigger to him than
Spencer's California. But, if you are
going to travel long distances, 600 miles
a day, the car might be better for smaller
people.

Sometimes the side car seat slides
down in the car, but I think that is be-
cause the seat is held in with velcro
which is about six years old and needs
replacing. The windshield is set at an
angle so that two young people can easily
set. But when one person is in the car and
leans back on the seat, there is a buffet,
some call a blast, of air behind the wind-
shield. My Dad has talked about install-
ing wings that would diagonal down from
the windshield to the side car body. This
would deflect the buffet around and back
behind the passenger, me. But the rider
comfort is not affected by these items. It's
mainly just something to tell you about.
The original tire is on the car. That's
pretty good in that I believe that the tire
will have about 50,000 miles on it soon.

The results on the car installed on
the Gold Wing is a very classy looking
rig that will carry just about anything you
need. It will travel in the rain as well as
the snow without handling problems.But
you will get wet. I like the rig but some-
times, since I have grown, it would be
nice to have a car that is a little bigger so
I could still lay down in it and go to sleep
while my Dad drives; it's warmer in the
bottom of the car than on the back of the
bike.

[Reprinted by permission from the
January, 1993, issue of THE SHAFT,
the journal of the BMW Riders
Association of the Mid South, courtesy
Spencer Bennett.]
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Profile..
IMPRESSIONS FROM YOUTH..

Billy Myers Sr. in front of sidecar rig.
Photo taken in a State Park near Lincoln, Nebraska, by Spencer Bennett.

Billy’s sidecar being used as a clothes hamper at campground at the end of the road, Crow
Agency, Custer Battlefield National Monument, Montana.

Photo: Spencer Bennett.

Billy's sidecar at Liue Mounds State Park, near Hipestone, Minnesota.
Other rig is Spencer Bennett's, who took photo.
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Members
Dur Thompson
By Bob Anderson

Dur Thompson is USCA member #
4440. His rig is a Bingham MK III, hooked
up to a 1976 BMW R90/6.

In his 72 years, he has had a bit of
involvement in motorcycling which he
recollects goes back to about his 14th year,
when he rode a friends 74 cu. in. Indian
Chief and nearly did a wheelie when he let
out the clutch.

Dur was in the Navy in 1939 and rode
an Indian Scout for about two months, but
his real involvement began when he pur-
chased a new Harley-Davidson in 1955,
from Bob Walker H-D in Inglewood, CA.

The rig was equipped with a windshield
and leather bags and Dur rode it for 55,000
miles before trading it in on a 1967 FLH,
full dress, from Dick Hutchins in Los Ange-
les. As Dur puts it, the '55 was still a good
bike, but he wanted rear shocks, electric
start and the larger tank.

He rode the '67 for 50,000 miles when
he decided he'd go to his present BMW for
better mileage, shaft drive and less weight,
in 1976.

About three years ago, Dur was attend-
ing an IBMC campout on the CA coast,
when he pulled into a parking area, got
stopped and his front wheel slid out on
some pine needles. That did it. He'd been
thinking about a sidecar for some time, and
quit thinking and got one.

Presently, Dur has about 53,000 miles
on the BMW, with about 3,500 of that,
sidecar miles. His prime interests are riding
the rig to go camping, where we often meet.
The hack stays packed up with gear, ready
to roll.
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SSP

SSP Range Assistants
By Ed Johnson

Two members have recently been certified
as Range Assistants in the USCA, Sidecar Safety
Program. They are Phil Bickwermert of
Plainfield, Indiana, and Bob Nelson of Kokomo,
Indiana.

Both Phil and Bob are members of the
Hoosier Hacks and have served their apprentice-
ship under certified USCA, SSP instructors.
They will work with Instructor Fred Hunteman,
setting cones, coaching and doing demo rides.

 Anyone in the area interested in Sidecar
Training, may contact Fred, by phoning (317)
831-8105.

SSP DONATIONS
$246.00 was credited to the USCA, Sidecar

Safety Program, Inc., account. This represents
donations by you, the membership of the USCA.
At time of renewal, many of you gave a few
extra dollars to advance our Safety Program, in
1992.

The USCA, SSP, is an educational, not for
profit corporation. Donations are IRS tax deduct-
ible.
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Manufacturers & Services
Business Cards

Rates per year are
$30.00 for USCA members
(include member #) and
$50.00 for non-members for 8
issues. Send in US funds to
130 S. Michigan Ave., Villa
Park, IL 60181.
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Coming Events
March 4-7, 1993, Bike Week, Daytona Beach, Florida. (800)854-3112.

April 17, 1993, Doo-Dah Sidecar Rally at Village Creek State Park, south of Wynne, Arkansas. No fee, no pins,
no hassles, just a nice weekend of pay your own way camping in one of the prettiest parts of Arkansas. Info:
Spencer Bennett, (601)393-4887.

May 29-31, 1993, Jumbo Run, Bergen, Norway. Sigurdur Bjarnason, Lobergsalleen 1, N-5032 Linde,

June 4-6. 1993, 11th Annual Pow Wow, LaSalle-Peru KOA, Utica, Illinois. Info: Nor. Illinois Sidecarists,
(708)333-9167. Cost of Pow Wow campground fee: 1-815-6674988.

June 26-27, 1993, Iowa Sidecar Rally, Evansdale, Iowa. Deerwood Park. Registration fee $5.00/bike, poker run;
optional $5/person. Pay your own camping fee or motel it. Info: Dick or Dorothy Garrison, 926 West 6th St.,
Waterloo, IA 50702, (319)2327949.

July 3-5, 1993, 2nd Montana Firecracker Sidecar Rally. This ADULT rally will be in St. Regis, Montana, at
Campground St. Regis. Hosted again by the Krautz clan. Rally fee is $10 per person. Fee includes rally pin and
Sunday night dinner. Camping fee is $7.00 per night per person. Included is the use of the cleanest campground
bathrooms ever seen. Info: Jim Krautz, N. 950 Circle S Trail, Rathdrum, ID 83858, or call (208)6872835.

July 7-14, 1993, The Holiday Rally, Rjukan, Norway. Sigurdur Bjarnason, Lobergsalleen 1, N-5032 Minde,

July 30- August 1, 1993, Bigfoot By The Lakes Sidecar Rally, KOA/CDA North, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho. Take 1-
90 to Highway 95, exit north, aprox. 10 miles make right on Garwood Rd., follow signs to KOA. 11th annual
rally. Family registration for two adults and all kids under 15, including two rally pins and two nights camping
is $22. Everyone welcome. Info; Jim Krautz, N. 950 Circle S Trail, Rathdrum, ID 83858, or (208) 687-2835.

August 5-7, 1993, Sierra Sidecar Spectacular, Mariposa, California. Info: Sierra Pacific Sidecarists, 1281 Avis Dr.,
San Jose, CR 95126. (408)295-4506.

August 5-8, 1993, USCA National Rally, Cook Forest, Pennsylvania. Kalyumet Campground, Lucinda, PA.
Prereg. (before June 30, 1993), age 16 and up: $28; 7-15: $7; 6 and under; free. Info: Art & Carol Massey, 280
Congress St., Bradford, PA 16701 (814)362-6968; [work; 814-940-2422], or: Jim & Marilyn McManus, 417
Falconer St., Jamestown, NY 14701 (716)6656335.

August 9-15, 1993, Sturgis Rally and Races, Sturgis, South Dakota. Info: P.O. Box 189, Sturgis, SD 57785.
(605)347-6570.

September 15-19, 1993, Golden Aspen Rally, West National AMA Convention, Ruidoso, New Mexico. Info:
Box 1458, Ruidoso, NM 88345.

September 24-26, 1993, NSK Annual meeting and rally, Telemark, Norway. Info: Sigurdur Bjarnason,
Lobergsalleen 1, N-5032 Minde, Norway.

October 9-10, 1993, The 1993 Sidecar Instructor Preparatory School, McHenry County Community College,
Route 14 & Lucas, Crystal Lake, Illinois. Enrollment in SIP-7 is limited to 18 candidates. No students accepted
after Sep. 15, 1993. Accredited by the Dept. of Motorcycle Safety, College of Continuing Education„ Northern
Illinois, DeKalb, IL. Fees: $75 for Tuition, $15 for Sidecar Instructor manual ($90 total), checks to USCA
Sidecar Safety Program, Inc., send check and application to: Ed Johnson, Coordinator, SSP, 510 East 162nd
St., South Holland, IL 60473-2399.

October 23-24, 1993, Griffith Park Sidecar Rally, Los Angeles, California. Info: Doug Bingham, (818)780-5542.
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Classifieds
1st Time Ads
For Sale:
1990 Harley sidecar beautiful condition. Will

consider trade for? Will sell for $3,500.00 Call
Paul at (608)643-6878. Paul Pass, S9018
Timbercrest Tr., Prarie du Sac, WI 53578.

1981 GoldWing Std. on Watsonian Palma S.C.,
Leading link fork, 48 K miles, trailer hitch,
windshield. $3,500. Doug (612)727-2611
evenings. Douglas W. Hasert, 4109 Boardman
St., Minneapolis, MN 55417.

1976 BMW with Willis Engineering Conversion
1600cc VW Engine, Ural sidecar, Swift
fairing, extra gas tank with electric fuel pump
under sidecar. Good cond. $6,500. H. Wilson,
315 Bonnaridge Dr., Hermitage, TN 37076.
(615)883-1177.

1979 Harley FLH black Classic and matching
CLE sidecar, 17K miles, in excellent condi-
tion. It really turns heads! Have all stock parts
$10,200. Tom Hambleton, 5737 Calahan Ave.,
San Jose, CA 95123. (408)578-9346.

Neval-Dnepr parts for sale. Bikes also. Parts and
bikes wanted. (405)4662580. Andy Rainwater,
Rt. 1, Box 57-A, Coyle, OK 73027.

1974 BMW R75/6 100K CA hack. Saeng Fair-
ing, Krauser bags, recent tune-up, runs great!
Lots of hack extras, $4,900, call after 5. Allen
Hughes, 90 Bryner, Helper, UT 84526.

HitchHiker, 1981, 4-cylinder Yamaha650.
AM-FM-cassette, Vetter, tour trunk, 7,500
miles. $3,250.00. Loren Schneider, 3439 N.
Janssen, Chicago, IL 60657, (312)248-4770.

Your ad
reaches

thousands of
sidecar

enthusiasts
all over the

world.
And it’s cheap.
So send it in.

2nd Time Ads
For Sale:
Thompson w/elec. suspension on Honda CX500,

18K, Air shocks, fairing, bags. This matching
black outfit is neat for $995. Clyde H.
Schwanke, Rt.1, Box 91, Lecompton, KS
66050, (913)8876558 Topeka, KS.

1983 Aspencade with EML-GT sidecar, 56K, 3
new tires, tape deck, CB, intercom, back rest,
tonneau, cony. top, back rest, $3,500.00. Jesse
Land, 1152 Land Rd., Canton, GA 30114.
(404)479-3283.

1979 Gold Wing set up for sidecar use, Unit
leading link front forks, Lester mags, Avon flat
tread tires, engine bored to 1100cc. Windjam-
mer assoc. Michael Naquin, 4201 Ironwood
Dr., Chino Hills, CA 91709. (714)547-6612.

'84 Aspencade, all possible chrome, acces., 2
light bars + ex. lights, trlr. hitch, w/188 Motor-
vation Formula II, conv. and tonneau tops,
torsion handle, flip up nose, disc brake,
chrome hdwr., 2 light bars + 7 other lights.
$9,500. Barb Sisson, 429 Aldrup St.,
Edwardsville, IL 62025.(618)-656-3840.

EML Tour-T windshield new in factory wrap
worth $200, sell for $100 plus shipping. Joe
Rybacek, 338 Hill St., Woodstock, IL 60098.
(815)338-0664.
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